Presenting a live 90-minute webinar with interactive Q&A

Colossus, Xactimate, AI, and Other Insurance
Adjustment Software: Maximizing Auto Accident
Claim Settlement Offers
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Today’s faculty features:

James Mathis, President, Sequoia Visions, Reno, Nevada

The audio portion of the conference may be accessed via the telephone or by using your computer's
speakers. Please refer to the instructions emailed to registrants for additional information. If you
have any questions, please contact Customer Service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1.

Tips for Optimal Quality

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet
connection.
If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted.
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately
so we can address the problem.
If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.
Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.

Continuing Education Credits

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar.
A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email
that you will receive immediately following the program.
For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926
ext. 2.

Program Materials

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please
complete the following steps:
•

Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

•

The PDF will open a separate tab/window. Print the slides by clicking on the
printer icon.

INSURANCE CLAIM
PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES

AND THE SOFTWARE THAT
DENIES CLAIMS
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What do you need to consider:
• Currently there are:
– 87 different software programs in use
• Medical determination software
• Claim evaluation software
– One significant manual evaluation

– 10,720 value drivers
– 17,000 severity drivers
– 1,600 claim practice procedure programs
– One major data management company
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Colossus, , XM, TEACH, MYND,
Decision Point, Injury Outcome,
Injury IQ, COA, ICE
FairHealth, IMS, AIM, MEDICO,
MBRS, ADP, Ingenix, HELP
Systems, InjuryIQ, AIM, Mitchell
Medical, Med-Data
And now IBM’s Watson
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The Beginning of a new ERA
• Mitchell/Decision Point relies upon a database
maintained and manipulated by Ingenix.
• Ingenix is found to be fraudulently corrupt by
New York Attorney General.
• The AMA filed a civil suit on behalf of New York
vendors against Ingenix and it settled for $380
million.
• Use of Ingenix allows that the insurer to only
accept as reasonable a “Percentile” range of
charge for medical treatment and testing.
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The Beginning of a new ERA
• CSC, owner of Colossus, is now managing all data
and evaluation of medical billings for Blue Cross
Blue Shield and Group Health.
• MBRS, ADP, AIM and Med-Data are being fazed
out in favor of universal use of FairHealth and
Mitchell Medical Expert softwares.
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Resulting Outcome
• No ownership of claim
• Early Objective testing
• Early Diagnosis of all Body Injuries

• Claim maximizes within 120 days
• Deny medical necessity of treatment
• Deny Minor Impact Injury

• Refuse future treatment costs
• No responsibility for value
• Take it or leave it attitude

• Solicit litigation against their own insured
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New Valuation Focus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Injuries (Number & Type)
Treatment Modalities & Cost
Symptoms
Physician Type
Future Treatment
Body part at static MMI
Impairment
Duties Under Duress
Loss of Enjoyment
Final Prognosis

New Valuation Focus
• Injuries (Number & Type)
– Diagnose by body part - not region
– Use of New CMS 1500
– Use of Supplemental 1500
• Insurance use of scanners
– Difference of symptom & injury
– Better patient intake form
– Intake Brain questionnaire
– Early objective testing
– Many missed body part injuries
– Each body part injury creates
equation for settlement authority
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Identify all Injured Body Parts
• Injuries Used in Colossus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Amputation
Concussion
Disc Injury – herniation, bulge, prolapse, protrusion
Crush, extensive soft tissue, degloving
Contusion, soft tissue, whiplash, bruising hematoma
Dislocation – displaced bones at a joint
Fracture
Fracture/dislocation – fracture at or near a dislocated joint
Laceration, penetrating injury – requires sutures
Ligament, tendon damage, cartilage – usually involves surgery
Superficial – cuts, abrasions, scratches
Subluxation – spine only, confirmed by X-ray
Sprain/Strain
Colossus Quick Reference – Colossus Manual

Spinal Injuries
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As mentioned in the Vertebral Column, the Atlas (C1) and Axis (C2) are different from the other spinal vertebrae. The upper cervical liga

Spinal Injuries

Ligaments of the Back of the Cervical and
Upper Thoracic Spine
1. Supraspinous Ligament (flexion)
2. Ligamentum Nuchae (fibrous membrane)
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Spinal Injuries
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Spinal Injuries
1.

Occipitoatlantal Ligament Complex (Atlas)
These four ligaments run between the Occiput and the Atlas:

2.
3.
4.
5.

Anterior Occipitoatlantal Ligament
Posterior Occipitoatlantal Ligament
Lateral Occipitoatlantal Ligaments (2)
Occipitoaxial Ligament Complex (Axis)
These four ligaments connect the Occiput to the Axis:

6.
7.
8.
9.

Occipitoaxial Ligament
Alar Ligaments (2)
Apical Ligament
Altantoaxial Ligament Complex (Axis)
These four ligaments extend from the Atlas to the Axis:

10.
11.
12.
13.

Anterior Atlantoaxial Ligament
Posterior Atlantoaxial Ligament
Lateral Ligaments (2)
Cruciate Ligament Complex
These ligaments help to stabilize the Atlantoaxial (Axis) complex:

14. Transverse Ligaments
15. Superior Longitudinal Fascicles
16. Inferior Longitudinal Fascicles
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Spinal Injuries
The intersegmental system includes the anterior and
posterior longitudinal ligaments, and the supraspinous (suepra-spine-us) ligaments.
More than 30 Muscles and tendons
provide spinal balance, stability, and mobility.
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help

to

EXTREMITIES
Injuries to bones, muscles, tendons, ligaments, nerves
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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SHOULDERS
ELBOWS
WRISTS
HANDS
FINGERS
RIBS
HIPS
KNEES
ANKLES

Reasons to Test for Head
Injury
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1. Prevent disabilities, drug addiction, suicide
2. Appropriate PI case settlement

3. Confident and effective treatment plans
4. Physician-guided exercise & rehabilitation
programs

5. Anticipate Insurer Defense
6. Justify referrals
7. Medical evidence of injury
8. TBI injury research
9. Cat scans give false negative 75% of
time
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Cognision Systems provide a powerful tool
designed to be an integral part of an Altered Mental
Status (concussion) Evaluation Protocol.
Concussion Evaluation Protocol Includes:
• Comprehensive Intake & Family Interview
• Medically accepted Questionnaires for
concussion, anxiety, depression, etc. (CDC ACE,
Rivermead, etc.)
• Complete Neurological report signed by
nationally renowned neurologist.
• Establishes causal link and referral necessity.
• Contact Dr. Donna Meeks at 661-209-2782
• For more information visit www.madpi.info
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New Valuation Focus
• Treatment Modalities & Cost
– Accurate and complete documentation
– Recognize different type of modality
• Passive
– Some more valuable

• Active
– All add to settlement value

– Use of CMS 1500
– Anticipate reduction
• Software, Ingenix
– Duration, type & frequency
– Customary Charge
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New Valuation Focus
• Symptoms – Complaints
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Headache
Visual disturbance
Spasm
Stiffness
Restriction of Motion
Radiating - MRI?
Sleep Disturbance
Pain
Atrophy – Is this also a disfigurement issue
Anxiety/Depression – Also a whole claim multiplier
TMJ (as defined by Insurers) - Also a whole claim multiplier

New Valuation Focus
• Physician Type
– MD vs DC
• Not all injuries accepted
• Not all symptoms accepted
• Treatment costs may be reduced
• Prognosis questioned
• Body part at static MMI
• Impairment not accepted
• Duties Under Duress lost
• Loss of Enjoyment lost
• Future treatment not accepted
• Seek an MDV report for claim
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Most demands missing critical factors
•
•
•
•
•
•

Missing diagnosis
Missing value driving symptoms & multipliers
Treatment not supported
Testing not done early or at all
Impairment missing
Loss of General Damage Factors
• DUD
• LOE

• Future treatment not curative or supported
• Possible TBI missed or omitted
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Consider a Triage/Skype Interview
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skype interview with client
Review of records to date
Billable to first party insurer as Second Medical Opinion
Causality established
Neurological Intake – Possible TBI
Injuries diagnosis recommended
Symptoms documented
Treatment to date Reasonable & Necessary
Manifestations for General Damages – DUD/LOE factors
Recommended Testing
Multiple page signed report
Ask for sample copy of report
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Immediately following the MVA
to years post accident

R.O.E.
The Trauma Experts
– Phone:
– Fax:

(281) 674-7174
(888) 363-1776

COMPREHENSIVE POST-TRAUMATIC INJURY
SCREENING
Ask for sample copy of report
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New Valuation Focus
• Future Treatment
–
–
–
–

Must be stated in dollar amount
Must be validated by MD
Must have correct prognosis
Must have a body part at static MMI
not whole patient
– Must be described as:
• Probable
– 51 to 75% medically certain

• Definite
– 76 to 100% medically certain

– Currently accepting up to 2 years
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New Valuation Focus
• Body part at static MMI
– Identify only those body parts which have
reached static MMI. All other body parts
will continue to receive passive and active
care.
– Once a body part is determined
to have reached static MMI,
treatment is considered to be
palliative and not included in
adjusters’ settlement authority.
– Static MMI determination at body
part needed for impairment rating.
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New Valuation Focus
• Impairment
– Sixth edition of AMA Impairment Guide
– Body part is determined to be static MMI
– Minimum whole body impairment rating
must be at least 2% to open windows
allowing DUD and LOE.
– Example:
• M24.2 – Ligament Laxity
– At static MMI could
represent a whole body
impairment rating of
25% to 35%, if properly
determined and validated by MD
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New Valuation Focus
• Duties Under Duress
–
–
–
–

Work
Study
Domestic
Household

– Minimum 2% whole body
impairment rating determined or
validated by MD
– Must have correct Prognosis
– Adds value to settlement authority
– Must be stated in writing
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New Valuation Focus
• Loss of Enjoyment
–
–
–
–
–
–

Study
Work
Domestic
Household
Hobby
Sport

– Minimum 2% whole body
impairment rating determined or
validated by MD
– Must have correct Prognosis
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New Valuation Focus
• Final Prognosis
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– One prognosis provides most value to
settlement authority for claim.
– “Ongoing complaints and continuing treatment”
– Not possible if client determined to
have reached MMI
– Future treatment costs allowed
dependent upon this
– Allowance for ongoing DUD &
LOE additional settlement
authority dependent upon this
– Allowance of all treatment costs
dependent upon this

New Valuation Focus
➢ Injuries (Number & Type)
➢ Treatment Modalities
➢ Symptoms
➢ Physician Type
➢ Complications
➢ Impairment
➢ Duties Under Duress
➢ Loss of Enjoyment
➢ Final Prognosis
➢ Add-ons
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Resulting Outcome
• Claim valuation has changed.
• Now, you need to know and understand:
– 87 and growing individual insurance softwares
– 10,720 value drivers
– 17,000 severity drivers
– Multipliers
– 1600 individual claim practice programs
– Current upgrades and/or changes – ICD10
– Proper use of CPT codes for active treatment
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Resulting Outcome
• Timing of demand is crucial to policy limit tender.
• A policy limit offer can be realized prior to treatment
completion.
– End of month
– End of quarter
– End of year

• Depending on policy limit, severity of claim and current
environment, the first of the month, quarter or year may be
best timing for submission of demand.
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For more information
Call toll free 888-737-8642
or visit :

SequoiaVisions.com
Serving the Plaintiff Lawyer since 1999

Don’t be fooled by imitations
With templates and un-proven claims
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Thank You
James Mathis - Call toll free 888-737-8642
Sequoia Visions, Inc.
Mathis Insurance Consulting, Inc.
NCS, Inc.
SAC, Inc.
MADPI, Inc.
QALI, Inc.
jj2all@aol.com
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